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- two main villages 
Gyakan and Kwah,  
north of the Benue River 

- classified as distinct from 
other Adamawa languages 

- 7000 speakers? 
(CAPRO, 1992)

Introduction to Baa



Previous studies on Baa 
- mentioned in Meek (1925, reprint 1971), Hansford et al. (1976), 
Kleinewillinghöfer (1996), Blench (2012), Boyd (1989)  

Unpublished data and fieldnotes 

- Kleinewillinghöfer m.s 1991, 1993 

- Idiatov m.s 2011 

- My first field trip to Lagos February to March 2016 



- 25 consonants 
- 7 vowels, vowel length is contrastive 

- tone is contrastive in nouns, and verbs (H, L), there is also 
grammatical tone (aspect system) 

- constituent order S-V-O 
- genitives, adjectives, demonstratives follow the head-noun 

- differentiates between relational nouns and non-relational nouns 
- agreement markers (-Ø-, -li-, -ri-) between noun and genitival 

modifiers  
- remnants of a noun-class system 

Some general information about Baa



open closed

Monosyllabic 73 47

Disyllabic 172 104

Trisyllabic 177 70

Total: 422 221

The canonical syllable structure  
 CV(V) 
 CV(V)C

- 100 nouns recorded in different morphophonological and syntactic contexts,  
preceded by a H, and L followed by a H, L, M and HL 



H [4]

doː
‘lance’

Minimal set of contrastive surface tone melodies in isolation

M [3]

doː
‘quiver’

L [2]

doː
'day'



L HL

[2] [q]

k͡paː k͡paː
'hoe' ‘husband’s 

 mother'

H LH

[5] [Q]

naː naː
‘grinding 

 stone'
‘mother'



H M L HL LH

[5] [3] [2] [q] [Q]

jo fo do k͡paː noː

'mat' 'war' 'day' 'husband's mother' 'turtle'

41 21 46 1 3

Monosyllabic nouns in isolation and number of occurrences in my data

Distribution of minimal sets

H - L 6

M - L 3

H - M - L 2

H -HL 1

L -LH 1

H - M -



H.H M.M L.L

[4 4] [3 3] [2 2]

weki jinfu mija
‘cassava' 'gift' 'goat'

18 11 48
H.M H.L M.H M.L L.H L.M

[4 3] [4 2] [3 4] [3 2] [2 4] [2 3]

kiːk͡pa kula nɨji kakʲo tita k͡pabu
'canoe' 'tobacco pipe' 'god' 'morning' 'stone' 'chin'

15 28 14 12 25 21

Disyllabic nouns show all combinations of H, M and L?



Lexical rules: 
- Rightward H-spread  
- contour simplification 

Horizontal assimilation, naturally occurs when tone spreads unto 
the following TBU (Hyman 1975)

underlyingly H-spread contour s.
H L H HL [H M]

[5] + [2]    → [5 q]    → [5  3]

g͡ban maːn g͡banman
‘ditch' 'water' 'waterhole'



Lexical rules: 
- lowering of H preceded by L 

Vertical assimilation, in this case the natural downward adjustment of 
pitches (Hyman 1975)

underlyingly surface
L H [L M]

[2] + [5]    → [24]

g͡ban gi g͡bangi
‘?’ 'rope' ‘knot’

[H L M]

[5  2  4]

butulu
‘squirrel’



surface underlying surface underlying
H.M /H L/ L.M /L H/

[4 3]
H-spread  
contour s. [2 3]

L cause H to be 
downstepped

kiːk͡pa k͡pabu
'canoe' 'chin'

M.H M.L L.H H.L

[3 4] [3 2] [2 4] [4 2]

nɨji kakʲo tita kula
'god' 'morning' 'stone' 'tobacco pipe'

Disyllabic nouns and their possible underlying tones



singular ‘my’ 
 ___ mí

‘your’ 
 ___ mù

H (M) H H ꜛH L

[5 (3)] [5  5] [6  2]

na (vi)* na mi na mu
‘hand’ ‘my hand' ‘your hand'

H HL M HL L 

[5] [q 3] [ q  a]

g͡ba g͡ba mi g͡ba mu
‘horn’ ‘my horn' ‘your horn'

Monosyllabic  H rel. and non-rel. nouns followed by /H/ and /L/ 

* relational nouns are followed by -vi (1PL) in their citation form



‘your’ 
 ___ mù

‘they’ 
 ___ mɨǹ

‘one’ 
 ___ nùnkò

ꜛH L ꜛH L ꜛH L 

[ 6  a] [6 2] [ 6  2 2]

na mu na mɨn na nunko
‘your hand' ‘their hand' ‘one hand'

The ꜛH occurs whenever H nouns are followed by a L tone 

 

“ Upstep can be described as the phonological shifting upwards of the tonal 
register within a phonological phrase similar in nature to changing to a higher  
key in a score of music. ” (Snider 1999:1)



singular plural  
diː- 

singular plural  
diː- 

H HM.H H.H HM.H.H
‘mat'

[5] [d 5]
‘cassava'

[5 5] [d 5]

jo diːjo weki diːweki

HL HM.HL H.M HM.H.L

'husband's 
mother' [q] [d 5]

'canoe'
[5 3] [d 5 2]

k͡paː diːk͡pa kiːk͡pa diːkiːk͡pa

Mono- and disyllabic nouns with stem-initial H with the plural prefix diː 

Could the plural prefix diː be /HL/ underlyingly? 



singular plural  
dîː- 

singular plural  
dîː- 

M H.M M.M H.M.M
'war'

[3] [5 3]
'gift'

[3 3] [5 3 3]

fo diːfo jinfu diːjinfu

M.H H.M.H M.L H.M.L
‘husband’s 
brother’ [3 5] [5 3 5]

'wing'
[3 2] [5 3 2]

daha diːaha k͡pakʲo diːk͡pakʲo

Nouns with stem-initial M with the plural prefix diː 



singular plural diː- singular plural diː- 

L ꜛH.L LH  ꜛH.LH
'neck'

[2 ] [6 2]
'turtle'

[Q] [6  Q]

pi diːpi noː diːno

L.M ꜛH.L.M
'chin'

[2 3] [6 2 3]

k͡pabu diːk͡pabu

Nouns with stem-initial L with the plural prefix diː 



plural
HM.H

[d 5]

diːpjo
‘sugar cane’

ꜛH.LH

[6  Q]

diːno
‘turtle’

Pitch tracks of the HM.H  and ꜛH LH 



- H nouns are upstepped when preceding L 
- Prefix diː is upstepped when following noun stem begins with a L   

The upstepped ꜛH 

- Does upstep occur in longer phrases, not just in initial position?

íjóː         ní         ꜛnîːn
1SG.SUBJ give.FUT 2PL.OBJ

I will give you’



Contrastive surface tone in other Adamawa languages

Samba Leko H, M, L (Fabre, 2003)
Bena H, M, L (Van de Velde & Idiatov, 2015)
Mundang H, L (Elders, 2000)

Conclusion

- 3 contrastive level tones on nouns in isolation 
- with all the possible combinations for disyllabic nouns 

Tonal processes 
- H-spread, contour simplification, downstep, and upstep  

Three height tone system on the surface with a two-height tone system underlyingly 



Nyalas Laye                    
Kwah/Yola 

 Jerry Jakabe  
Gyakan

 Dorcas Omeire 
Gyakan/Kwah/Lagos

Íŋgwòɲí!
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